COMMUNICATIONS

To the Editor of THE TECH:

In full consciousness that the subject is a little remote from the main line of our columns, and that it is by no means the chief topic of 99 per cent of our readers' minds, I feel that it is a duty which we owe to the students of this Institute, who, I am sure, will appreciate the spirit of the thing, to call the attention of THE TECH to the fact that it is the middle of November, and there is a December examination period just round the corner. The winter quarter will be upon us before we know it, and the time to think of the preparation of the examinations is now.

The reason for emphasizing this point is that the winter examinations are the only examinations in the year in which the students will be required to do work comparable to the work of the first and second quarters, and that this work is to be done in the shortest possible time. The students are therefore required to study hard and prepare for the examinations, and it is the duty of THE TECH to bring this fact to the attention of the students.

I am, etc.,

[Signature]

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING SOCIETY WILL GIVE SMOKER

Interesting Program Including "Surprise is Planned"

Some notable features are promised for the Aeronautical Engineering Society smoker, which is scheduled for Thursday evening, at 7:30 o'clock in the Regular Dinner Room, 3415 Lincoln Street. The program consists of a variety of features, including the presentation of a "Surprise," which will be announced later.

Mark Down Prices on Sport Clothes

Sport Suits for golf and general sport wear, were $50.00 to $75.00, now, $28.75

Maxim London Overcoats, formerly selling at $70.00 and $82.50, now, $60.00 and $70.00

3 Camel's Hair Polo Coats, were $125.00, now, $75.00

Harris Tweed Top Coats, were $65.00, now, $35.00

Fancy Corduroy Vests, were $15.00, now, $8.50

Fancy Knitted Vests, were $11.00, now, $7.50

Neckwear, were $2.25, now, $1.25

Linnet Soft Collars, were $1.00, now, $.35

Shirts with collars attached, were $3.50 and $7.00, now, $1.25 to $3.75

Imported Scotch Wool Hose, were $5.00, now, $3.50

Flannel Shirts, were $7.00, now, $5.00

Flannel Shirts, were $5.00, now, $3.50

BROUGES

Formerly Selling at $13.50

Now $8.45

Winning Models in Winter Clothes

W ith THIS a muddy frame and a clear goal, 'twill be a fair race and fast, with the honors to those who deserve. Win's has a record as a horse and nothing but good will and laudation to which to look. The race is well matched, and the weather is good, so that any horse which shows up will get its share of the honors. The odds are off five to one on Win's, but there are some good horses in the race, so that it is a close one. The race is at 4:00 o'clock, and the weather is expected to be fair.

NOTICES FOR UNDERGRADUATES

Junior Prom Nominations will be announced at 9:00 o'clock, tomorrow evening, in the Stuart Hall, on the second floor. All students are invited to attend.

Seniors are asked to read the notice of the possibility of friends attending the Prom. Followings for French Universities may be obtained from the bulletin board outside of the Bazar's office. Further information may be obtained at the information office.
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We suggest that door checks be placed on the door of the lounge, to which students will be obliged to open three doors. They will not object rather by the constant opening of the door in the basement of the lounge this year makes this more a place for study, and students will find it is at least as warm as the classrooms. The lounge is to be hoped that the other classes will do something in the way of improving their rooms.
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